Herman Miller
Tu® Storage
Designed around people, their things, and their daily routines

Tu Storage

Tu Storage is a modernized and personalized take on storage that accommodates the items people actually use. It keeps things for working and living nearby, so people have a more personal connection to their work and the workplace. In that way, Tu is an essential ingredient in tailoring individual workpoints to best support the work people do.
From Utility to Lifestyle
Tu is comprehensive in its material offering. Metal, laminate, and veneer finishes pair with metal and wood cases in a range of combinations. This visual versatility allows Tu to take on appearances from highly functional to warmly residential, allowing it to work in nearly any interior. As with all our products, Tu has a thoughtfully considered palette that contributes to enhancing the experience of people working together.
Support for Working

Tu Storage is an essential element for creating settings that support people’s work activities. It lets individuals easily store and access their belongings, both work tools and personal items, whether they have assigned workpoints or they use unassigned desks on a drop-in basis.

Tu easily accommodates a variety of personal and work items, from jackets to notebooks, all in a single unit.
Tu Storage works well in all kinds of settings. It provides storage options for both individual and team needs. And it’s a fitting complement to our entire portfolio of work system solutions. Used with these solutions, Tu goes beyond providing personalized storage for working and living to create boundary between workpoints and provide guest seating.
Not Too Much, Nor Too Little

Tu Storage gives people what they need and nothing more. By avoiding excess, Tu brings focus to storage as a place for workplace essentials, extending its capacity beyond the handling of papers and files. Its efficient design results in a footprint that maximizes the use of floor space at an affordable price.

A variety of inserts are available to organize the items in a drawer.
Design for the Environment

Visit hermanmiller.com/tu-storage for the latest information on Tu’s responsible design.
Materials

Visit hermanmiller.com/materials for the complete Tu Storage materials offering and application information.
Components

The Tu offering includes versatile solutions that allow you to configure a space to suit your needs. For a complete listing of products and exact dimensions, please visit hermanmiller.com/tu-storage.
Storage Organizers

USB Integration

Locker with Z-Interior

Storage Tower

Details

W-Pull
Bar Pull
Arc Pull
Overfile
V-Pull
Flush Pull

Storage Tower